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Russian e-commerce market 

Growth of the Russia e-commerce market in billion RUB 
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70,4% of all Russians over 16 are regular Internet users 

= 84 million  largest internet user group in Europe 

43% of them bought goods online (with a rising tendency) 

Average retail price per order: 4050 RUB (+ 8% y-o-y) 

160 million parcels from online orders delivered (+ 7% y-o-y) 

Online orders accounted for 2% of the Russian retail market 

Russian e-commerce market 2015 
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French companies with  

Russian online shop  
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European companies with  

Russian online shop 

https://ru.burberry.com/  

Selection of men’s fashion 

https://ru.burberry.com/
https://ru.burberry.com/
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European companies with  

Russian online shop 

https://ru.burberry.com/  

Selection of men’s apparel 

https://ru.burberry.com/
https://ru.burberry.com/
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European companies with  

Russian online shop 

Selection of suits 
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European companies with  

Russian online shop 

Selection of a dark  

blue suit (slim fit)  

for 130,000 RUB 

(2,060  EUR) 
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European companies with  

Russian online shop 

Selection of size 

Adding to the 

shopping cart 
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European companies with  

Russian online shop 

Start of the payment process  

(only by credit card) 

Information that shipping costs and customs duties (if applicable) must be paid by 

the customer upon agreement by phone with Burberry’s customs agent 



Entering the Russian e-Commerce market 
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Preparation of general terms and conditions for the online shop 

Russification of the website 

Legal Analysis: consumer protection laws in Russia 

Hosting of the online shop 

Consumer hotline 

Import DDP 

Storage and delivery to the customer 

Management of payments (cash and credit card) 

1C system (ERP) incl. interface to your western ERP system 

E-Commerce challenges 
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Goods are purchased at the foreign online-shop and shipped 

directly to the customer in Russia 
 

No customs payments, if customs value (value of goods + 

transport costs to border) < 1000 EUR per person per month 
 

• This threshold is going to be reduced gradually (for all EEU): 

to 500 EUR (2018), then 200 EUR (2019) 
 

• GER: no customs duties, no VAT if < 22 EUR, VAT due if 22-

150 EUR, VAT + customs duties if > 150 EUR  

• FRA: VAT due if < 150 EUR, VAT + customs duties if >150 

EUR 

No product certification necessary, if the goods  

are imported for the customer’s own use 
 

Recommended for low order volumes 

(up to 200 orders per month) 
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Option 1: cross-border selling 
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Option 1: timeline of 

Day 1: 

Russian 

order in 

Europe 

Day 2-8: 

Outgoing  

goods from  

warehouse  

and air transport 

Day 3-9: 

Customs  

clearance at 

Moscow airport 

Day 4-10: 

Goods receipt  

at Russian Post 

warehouse 

Day 5-11: 

Express post  

delivery in 

Moscow 

Day 7-13: 

Express post 

delivery in 

Novosibirsk 



Goods are officially imported to a warehouse in Russia 

Customs duties are paid during the import process 

After receiving an order from the online shop the goods 

are delivered to the customer in Russia 

Recommended for larger order quantities (more than 200) 

Product certification mandatory 

Option 2: local agent & warehouse 
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Option 2: process overview 
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Order 

Order 

Delivery 

Order 

Warehouse Manufacturer 
Russian 

Customers 



What is included? 

•ERP (1C System) 

•Hosting (FZ-152) 

•Hotline 

•Accounting 
 

 

• Warehouse 

• Fulfillment 

• Delivery (incl. 
payment collection) 

• Customs clearance 

• Logistics handling 

• Product certification 

• Agreements 

• Intellectual property 

• Consumer 
protection 

 

 

 

Legal Import 

Back- 

Office 
Logistics 
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Result 

Complete e-commerce solution 

Full logistics and import handling from A to Z 

(including warehousing and delivery) 

All technical aspects taken care of (ERP system, 

accounting, service hotline, order management,  

payment collection) 

100% compliance with local legislation 
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Advantages 
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• Exclusive online shop  

only for your brand 

• No company registration or 

staff recruiting 

• Direct contact with clients 

and own hotline service 
• Control of the final price 

• Multiple payment options  

and fast delivery 
• Ready in just 2 months 



Conclusion 

 

Success on the Russian market  

is closer than you may expect! 
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The exclusive right to the content of this presentation including the rights of translation, reproduction, transmittal, 

distribution and usage of the presentation and parts of it, in any way, as well as the rights to the company’s logo and 

name SCHNEIDER GROUP, in existing and future publications in printed or electronic form, and the ability to confer 

rights to a third party belong to SCHNEIDER GROUP. 

 

The reproduction, alteration, transmittal or any distribution or usage of this presentation or parts of it, as well as of 

the company’s logo or name SCHNEIDER GROUP in any way, need the written permission of SCHNEIDER 

GROUP in advance and shall be accompanied with the link to the SCHNEIDER GROUP website and reference to 

the copyright permission. © SCHNEIDER GROUP www.schneider-group.com 

 

Ulf Schneider 

Managing Partner 

SchneiderU@schneider-group.com  
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russia 

ukraine 

belarus 

kazakhstan 

germany 

poland 


